's. By making crucial use 1 : union of finite-dimensional spaces uniformly close to An ordinal LP-index for Banach spaces, with application to complemented subspaces of L P One of the central problems in the Banach space theory of the LP-spaces is to classify their complemented subspaces up to isomorphism (i.e., linear home* morphism). Let us fix 1 < p < m , p # 2. There are five "simple" examples, LP, lP, 12, l2 @ lp, and (12@ l2 @ . . . ), . Although these were the only infinitedimensional ones known for some time, further impetus to their study was given by the discoveries of Lindenstrauss and Pelczyriski [15] and Lindenstrauss and Rosenthal [16] . These discoveries showed that a separable infinitedimensional Banach space is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of L P if and only if it is isomorphic to 1%r is an "Cp-space", that is, equal to the closure of an increasing of statistical independence, the second author produced several more examples in 1191, and the third author built infinitely many non-isomorphic examples in [23] .
These discoveries left unanswered: Does there exist a A, and infinitely mar?y non-isomorphic h,complemented subspaces of L P (equivalently, are there infinitely many separable C,, ^-spaces for some h depending on p)? We answer these questions by obtaining uncountably many non-isomorphic complemented subspaces of LP.* Before our work, it was suspected that every Cp-space nonisomorphic to L P embedded in (1% 12@ . . .), (for 2 < p < co)(see Problem 1of
[23]). Indeed, all the known examples had this property. However our results show that there is no universal !?,-space besides LP. TO obtain these results, we use rather deep properties of martingales together with a new ordinal index, called the local LP-index, which assigns "large" countable ordinals to any G. SCHECHTMAK H. P. ROSENTHAL, separable Banach space not containing LP-isomorphically. We pass now to a more detailed summary of our work. Our main result concerning the classification of the complemented subspaces of L P is as follows: THEOREM A. Let 1 < p < r ;~,p # 2, and let w l denote the first uncountable ordinal. There exists a family (XE),,,, of complen~ented subspaces of Lp so that for all a < p < w,, XE is isometric to a subspace of X$ but X$ is not isomorphic to a subspace of XE.
Moreover if B is a separable Banach space such that XE is ismnorphic to a subspace of B for all a , then L P is isovwrphic to a subspace of B.
Since at most one of the spaces X z can be isomorphic to Hilbert space, we obtain that there exist uncountably many non-isomorphic Cp-spaces, 1 < p < r ;~, p # 2, thus answering a question raised in [23] . (It has recently been proved that there are uncountably many non-isomorphic separable Cl-spaces. See 1121.) It of course follows immediately that there is a h (depending on p ) so that there are uncountably many non-isomorphic Cp,A spaces; as noted above, the existence of infinitely many such had remained an open question until now.
Given Banach spaces X and Y, we use the notation X -+ Y to mean X is isomorphic (linearly homeomorphic) to a subspace of Y; X Y means X is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of Y. Given a class K of Banach spaces and a Banach space B, we say that B is universal for K if E -. B for all E E K .
Our main result then yields the following consequence:
COROLLARY. Let 1 < p < m, p # 2, and let sJfP denote the c h s of all complemented subspaces X of LPsuch that L P~t X. Let B be a separable Banach space universal for O J P . Then L P-+ B.
In our proof of the Main Theorem, we make essential use of the following result established in [13] :
( A ) l f X c LP and L P -X , then L P~X .
It follows, incidentally, that if X LP, then X is isomorphic to L P if (and only if) L P -+ X. Hence the corollary may be rephrased: if B separable is universal for the class of all separable CP-spaces non-isonwrphic to LP, then L P-B (1 < p < a,p # 2).
It is a long standing conjecture that every infinitedimensional complemented subspace of L1 is isomorphic to 1' or L'. Thus the analogue of our main result is thought to be false for p = 1 (although this is an open question). If we drop the word "complemented", then the analogue of our main result and its attendant corollary prove true for p = 1; in fact, we obtain the following improvement:
PROPOSITION. Let C? denote the class of all subspaces of L1 satisfying the Radon-Nikodym property and let B be universal for C? with B separable. Then L1 -. B.
In previous (unpublished) work, M. Talagrand had obtained that the class of all separable Banach spaces with the RNP has no universal element.
To obtain our results, we introduce (in Section 2) an ordinal index for separable Banach spaces, called the local LP-index. Ordinal indices with similar properties were introduced by the first author in [2] for 1'-structures and in [3] for quite general structures. (For a discussion of the local L"-index and its connection with the classical theory of analytical sets, see [21] . Also, see 1221 for a summary of the proof of the Main Theorem without the complementation assertion (unknown at the time [22] was written).)
The properties of this index are as follows (w, denotes the first uncountable ordinal): We construct the family of Theorem A by alternately taking disjoint and independent sums of subspaces of LP. Precisely, let 1 5 p < c c and let RE be the one-dimensional space of constant functions. If RP, has been defined, we let RP,,, equal the LPdirect sum in L P of RP, with itself. If a is a limit ordinal and RF has been defined for all P < a , we let RP, equal the independent LP-sum in L P of the RF's for p < a . It is important that the RE'S are presented as specific spaces of random variables; the precise definitions of disjoint and independent sums in LP may be found in the second part of Section 2.
Incidentally, it follows easily that for a < P, RP, isometrically embeds in RF.
In fact, the natural embedding is implemented by a projection of norm one (for p = 1 as well).
Theorem A then follows easily from the following result:
THEOREM B. Let 1 5 p < CQ, p # 2 and a < w,. Then Theorem B(l) for p > 1 now follows easily from the above result, ( A ) , and the fact that no independent sequence of random variables is equivalent to the Haar basis in LP (for p # 2). The details are given in Section 2. Of course, B(l) for p = 1 also follows immediately from the fact that the RP, 'S all have the RNP, established in Section 2. We do not know if Theorem 1.1 holds if the words "unconditional" or "complemented" are deleted from its statement. The techniques of Enflo and Starbird [9] (see also Kalton [14] ) may be used to show that 1.1 does hold for p = 1 (in which case only the first alternative occurs). Section 2 is devoted to the definition and properties of the local LP-index, the proof of Theorem B(2), and the demonstration of a few other properties of the RE'S. (For example, it is proved that RP, has an unconditional basis for all 1 < p < co and a < w l . )
In Section 3, we obtain that the RP, 'S are complemented in LP for 1 < p < 30.
To accomplish this, we require a fundamentally different description of these spaces. Let T be a countable partially ordered set such that the set of predecessors of any element of T is finite and linearly ordered; we call such a T a tree. Call a subset r of T a branch if it contains all the predecessors of all its elements. Now let {0,1)' be endowed with the product measure of the "fair" measure on the two point set {0,1), and let XF denote the closed linear span in LP{O, 1ITover all branches r of those functions which depend only on the coordinates in T.
Thus we show in Section 3 (Theorem 3.8) that for any tree, T, X $ is complemented in LP({O, 1IT), 1< p < GO, and verify (Lemma 3.9) that for all a there is a tree T, so that RP, may be identified with X$a for all 1 5 p < oo.
The complementation result makes crucial use of some martingale inequalities due to Stein, Burkholder, Davis and Gundy. We also note at the end of Section 3 that each RP, may be identified with the closed linear span in L P of a certain set of Walsh functions; that is, with a translation invariant subspace of LP ({O,1IN) .Several open questions are posed throughout; in particular, at the end of Section 3.
Much of this research was conducted while the authors held visiting positions in France-the first and second at Universitk de Paris VI and the third at Ecole Polytechnique, Palaiseau. We would like to thank our French colleagues for their warm hospitality and support. In particular, we would like to thank G. Pisier for stimulating conversations concerning the work presented here.
Complemented embeddings of LP into spaces with unconditional Schauder decompositions
The main result of this section is as follows: We next slightly rephrase the useful Lemma 1.1of [l] (which, as noted in [I], follows easily from the ideas of [7] Our next result follows immediately from the proof of the remarkable diagonalization theorem of Tong 1261; (see also Proposition l.c.8 of [17] ). If (Xi) is an unconditional Schauder decomposition, say that Pi is the natural projection onto X iif Pix = xi provided x = Ex, with xi E Xi for all i. We shall refer to (Pi) as the projections corresponding to the decomposition. LEMMA 1.3. Let X and Y be Banach spaces with unconditional Schauder decompositions ( X i ) and (Y,) respectively; and let (Pi) (resp. Qi) be the natural projection from X ( resp. Y ) onto Xi ( resp. Yi ). Then if T: X -, Y is a bounded linear operator, so is ZQ,TP,. (In other words, there is a K < oo so that for all x E X, ZQ,TP,x converges and IIZQ,TP,x 11 5 K I1 x 11.) Our next result is used directly in the proof of case 2 of the Main Theorem. (Throughout this paper, "projection" means "bounded linear projection", "operator" means "bounded linear operator".) 
We are now prepared for the following consequence of the proof of Alspach, Enflo and Odell that L P is primary [ l ] . Let Remark: 1.8 was first established by Enflo. The work of Enflo-Starbird [9] shows that it holds for p = 1 (see also [14] 
that (Thii(i)),,l is essentially disjoint with respect to ( h i k ) T k = ,
and I h,*i(,,Thii(,,l is 2 c for all i E I. Then by Lemma 1.2, [ T h , i ( i ) ] i E I complemented in Lp(1, ) and (Thii(i))i ,, is equivalent to ( hii(i))i ,,,
Then for all p , 1 5 p < CQ, ( x , ) is equivalent to (h,) in LP, [x,] is isometric to LP and hence is the range of a norn-one projection defined on LP.
Remark: In the above statement,
The hypotheses of our final preliminary result yield sequences equal to a small perturbation of the x i ' s of the preceding result, hence these sequences are again equivalent to the Haar basis. Now define F, = flp, U.
SCHOLIUM1.11. Let ( z ,
Then fixing t E D,, letting n be as in (1.3), we have (12), with Z isomorphic to L P and TZ complemented in Lp(12). It follows easily that then P,,, 1 Z is an isomorphism with P, ,, Z complemented; that is, LP embeds as a complemented subspace of Y, @ . @ Y,,. Hence by Scholium 1.9, L P embeds as a complemented subspace of Yi for some i.
We next need a simple but crucial observation. Proof: It suffices to prove the result for S equal to a leftclosed dyadic interval. Now any two Haar functions either have disjoint supports or the support of one is contained in that of the other. Moreover, for all but finitely many i E I, supp h, C S or supp hi f l S = 0 . Hence S differs from U {supp hi: supp hi C S, j E I ) by a measure-zero set. Now simply let J = { j E I: supp h, C S and there is no 1 E I with supp h i s supp h, C S) .
We now choose M,, M,, . . . disjoint finite subsets of N, a map j: U ,P",,M,+ N, and 1 = m, < m , < m,, . . . with the following properties:
A. For each k, the hi's for i E Mk are disjointly supported. Set z, = Ei EMkhi.
Then (z,) satisfies the hypotheses of Scholium 1.11.
Having accomplished this, we set b, = Ei E,kQkhii(i, for all k. Then by B, It remains now to choose the Mi's, mi's and map j. To insure B, we shall also choose a sequence , , of disjointly finitely supported elements of LP(E2) (disjointly supported with respect to the basis (h,,)) so that Q k
To start, we let M, = (1) and i(1) = 1. Thus z, = 1; we also set f,= hll. 
The local LP-index
Our object in this section is to construct the local LP-index and verify its properties, then apply it to the RE'S defined in the introduction. The basic theorem is 2.1 of the introduction, which we recall here. Before formally defining the index and establishing its properties, we begin with some intuitive comments. We may think of LPIO,1 1 as given by an increasing sequence ( E n ) of spaces with E, isometric to 11"for all n, where E n + , is obtained from En by "splitting" each element of the natural basis for En in two. Thus, we let etc. Now a Banach space B contains an isomorph of LP provided it contains an increasing sequence (F,) of finite dimensional spaces which "look like" the En's. We may interpret the natural basis for En as an element e, of ( L P )~~ (i.e., a function from D, to L P ) rather than as a 2"-tuple of vectors, where Dn denotes the set of all n-tuples of 0's and 1's. Suppose Fn = [u,(x): x E Dn] with u, E BDn for all n. Then (F,) looks like ( E n ) provided and {u,(x): x E D,) is uniformly equivalent to the lgn basis. Then with 6 > 0 given, we can introduce a partial order on a subset of U,",,BDn so that B contains a l/&isomorph of L P provided the partially ordered set has an infinite linearly ordered subset. is a well-founded relation on B'. We now follow a time-honored procedure (in logic!) to determine the "depth" of < ; we successively erase the maximal elements until arriving at the empty set. 
H~( B ) = {~E H ,~( B ) : a c H : ( B ) u < v ) . thereisa with If / 3 is a limit ordinal, let H;( B ) = fl H:( B).
We note in passing that the classes H:(B) are all "subtrees" of B'. That is, if
v E H:(B), u E E' and u < v , then u E H:(B).
Since the H:'s decrease by definition, they must become stationary after some point, that is, H:( B ) = H:+,( B ) for some y.
Definition 2. Let a denote the least ordinal y such that H:(B) = H:+,(B). If H:(B) = 0 ,set h p ( 6 , B ) = a. If H:(B) # 0 ,set hp(6, B ) = a,. Finally, set h p ( B )= sups,ohp(63 B ) .

As mentioned in the introduction, we call h p ( B ) the local LP-index of the Banach space B.
Suppose L P~t B. Then Proposition 2.1 yields that H: = 0 where a =
h p ( 6 , B ) . Evidently if q < 6 , then H ; ( B ) 3 H:(B) for any y, hence h p ( q , B ) 2 h p ( 6 , B ) . Thus h p ( B )= lim6,,hp(6, B ) . It is now evident that to establish Theorem 2.l(a), we need only prove the following: PROPOSITION 2.3. For all separable B and 0 < 6 5 1, h p ( 6 , B ) < w, provided L P ~t B ( r e v . C[(O, l ) ]~t B i f p = m).
Although we are mainly interested in isomorphic invariants, it is worth noting that L P is isometric to a subspace of B if and only if h p ( l , B ) = w , (resp. B is isometrically universal if and only if h,(l, B ) = a , ) .
A general boundedness principle (see [8] and the discussion in [ 3 ] )asserts that every well-founded analytic relation has index bounded by a countable ordinal. Proposition 2.2 means that < is a well-founded relation on B', and it is easily seen that < is analytic. Rather than appealing to a general principle, we prefer to give a direct proof based on simple though fundamental ideas concerning well-founded relations. A relation R on a set X is said to be well-founded provided there do not exist x,, x,, .. . in X with x,Rx,,, for all n. We define classes H,(R) by
H,,,(R) = { x E H a ( R ) : there exists y E H , ( R ) with x R y )
and H a ( R ) = nHD(R) p<a if a is a limit ordinal. If R is well-founded, there exists a least ordinal a , denoted by h(R), with H,(R) = 0 .
The reader may now easily establish the following crucial permanence property: LEMMA 2.4. Let R and R' be well-founded relations on X and X' respectively and let r: X -+ X' be an order-preserving m a p . That is, if xRy, then (rx)R'(ry). Then h(R) 5 h(R'). In fact, for all ordinals a , r(H,(R)) C H,(R').
Evidently every countable well-founded relation R has bounded index h(R);
i.e, h(R) < a,. Thus, if we assume LP Y, B, to establish the boundedness of hp(6, B) it suffices to exhibit an order-preserving map r between and a countable set g : endowed with a well-founded relation R. Let B, be a countable dense subset of B and B : denote the set of all u E B : so that for all c E R~., where lul = n. Let q, = 6 4 ( k + 1 ' for all k, and define R on B :
by uRu provided lul = n,Iu( = n + k with k L 1 and -gsvs for all x E Dr. Since 2"qn + 0 as n + co,it follows from (2.6) and the completeness of B that we may define an element C, E B' by C,(x) 2 " / p Z y t D o~l (~. = lim,-, y) for all X E Dr. Then if we fix 1 > k, = 2-"/P lim 2-"P 2 u,,(x, y, z ) = 2-"/' 2 U,(X, y ) ; 
Now define 7 : xu'-B-' by ( r u ) ( t )= T ( u ( t ) ) for all u t x", t t Dl,,l. The linearity of T then implies that
.4, h p ( 6 , X ) 5 h p ( q 6 , B ) , whence h p ( X )= lim h p ( 6 ,X )
6-0
lim h p ( q 6 , B ) = h p ( B ) .
6-0
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Before passing to the application of the local LP-index to the RE'S given in the introduction, we need a general concatenation lemma. The lemma implies that if h P ( B )> a , then h p ( B@ B ) , > a + 1.
LEMMA 2.5. Let B be a separable Banach space, 0 < 6 f 1 and a < a,. Let 
e t H ,~( B ) . Let E be the element of ( B @ B): defined by E(t) = 2 "~e ( t )@ e ( t ) for all t t D,.,. Then E t H:+,((B @ B),).
Proof: Let re be the element of ( B @ B ) ; defined by
r e ( O , t ) = e ( t ) @ O and r e ( l , t ) = O @ e ( t ) forall t € D C .
Then we have that E < re. (Thus if k = 1 el, k + 1 = 1 re I and re is obtained by taking the two natural copies of e in B. The picture is as follows:
We need only prove that re E H:(B @ B ) p . We first check that re E ( B @ B):. This is an evident consequence of the equalities for all c E R D k -1 where k = lei.
We now prove the statement: Letting t E D i e t , we have that and similarly (re)(l, t ) = ((rd)(l, t,0) + rd(1, t, 1))/2llp. Hence re(s) (rd(s,O) + rd(s, 1))/2l/p for all s E D e + , , so re < rd and the lemma is proved.
We are now prepared for the precise definition of the spaces RP, and the verification of parts (1) and (2) of Theorem B of the introduction. By a "space of random variables" we mean a linear subspace of Lo(p) for some probability space (Q, S , p); Lo(p) denotes the space of all (equivalence classes of) real-valued measurable functions defined on Q. Given a random variable x defined on Q, dist x denotes the probability measure defined on the Bore1 subsets of the reds by dist x(S) = p{ W: X( a ) E S) for all S E S. Given spaces of random variables X, Y on possibly different probability spaces, we say X and Y are distributionally isomorphic if there exists a linear bijection T: X -+ Y so that dist Tx = dist x for all x E X. It is not difficult to see that given such a map T, there exist a-subalgebras @ and 3 of the measurable sets so that x E X ((resp. y E Y) is &measurable) (resp. 9 3 measurable) and a map f:Lo(@)-+ Lo($) extending T.
Of course, a distributional isomorphism preserves LP-norms for all 0 < p 5 co.It is important for the inductive definition of the RE'S that they are "distributionally presented"; i.e. the isometric Banach space structure itself is not sufficient to define the family.
Given B a (closed linear) subspace of LP(p) for some probability space ( a , S, p), we let the "LPdisioint sum", (B @ B),, denote a space of random variables distributionally isomorphic to the subspace of Q X ( 0 , l ) defined as where, of course, ( 0 , l ) is endowed with the fair probability assigning mass to each 0 and 1. Given B,, B,, . . . subspaces of LP(Q), we define the LP-independent sum of the B,'s as follows: Let pN denote the product probability measure on (QN, SN) ; for each i, let That is, 6 is simply a "copy" of Bi depending only on the i-th coordinate. Then ( 2Bi ) Ind, p 3 the LP-independent sum of the Bi's, denotes any space of random variables distributionally isomorphic to the closed linear span of the 6 ' s in L P (~" ) .
These notions may be "intrinsically" expressed as follows: Given B, 
It is evident that r is order preserving with r1 = 1. Hence by Lemma 2.4,
Since this holds for all P < a , 1 E H, (RP,) , completing the proof of Theorem 2.6.
We do not require the local LP-index to complete the proof of Theorem B(1). If a is a limit ordinal, let y,, y2,. . . be an enumeration of the ordinals y < a and for each j, let Y, be the mean-zero elements of R:. (?) equivalent to the Haar basis of L P . In particular L P is isomorphic to [ z i ] . Now ( z , ) is a sequence of independent mean-zero random variables. It follows from the results of [19] and 1201 (see also [23] )that L P~t [ z i ] . Let us see briefly why this is so. It is shown in [20] that there is a certain complemented subspace X , of L P ,spanned by a sequence of independent mean-zero variables, so that [ z , ]-X , for any sequence of independent mean-zero variables ( 2 , ) ; moreover X,* is isomorphic to X , where Finally, (21;),,,,,, , is isomorphic to (C @ Y,),I;hence again R z has the RNP and also the Schur property since all of its summands have this property.
Remark: As observed at the end of the next section, RP, is actually isometric to a separable dual space for p = 1 or m. Of course, the results of this section complete the proof of the proposition of the introduction; also we obtain that if B is separable and R z -, B for all a < o l ,C([O,11) 
We conclude Section 2 with a proof that the RP, 'S have unconditional bases for all 1 < p < co,a < a,. (This is false for p = 1; see the remark at the end.)
PROPOSITION
a < w,. There exists a sequence (ui)P=, so that 2.8. Let w I u t is ( 1,0, -1)-ualued for all k, ( u t ) is a martingale difference sequence, and the closed linear span of (u;) in LP equals RP, for all 1 5 p 5 co. Consequently (u;) is an unconditional basis for RP, for all 1 < p < oo.
R m r k s . 1. A sequence ( u i ) is a martingale difference sequence provided /,uidp = 0 for all measurable sets A depending on {u,, . . . ,ui-,), j = 2,3,.. . .
2.
It is a theorem of Burkholder [4] that martingale difference sequences in L P are unconditional, for 1 < p < oo.
3. We do not know the answer to the following questions: Let (ui) be a
(1,0, -1)-valued martingale difference sequence and 1 < p < oo, p # 2. Is Then W and 3 are independent, and 8 is generated by 6? and 3. Moreover, letting r ( n + 1) = (i, j) we have, since r p l is order-preserving, that W is contained in X, the algebra generated by {dl/: 1 a 1 < j) and 91 is, in fact, Remark. It is proved in [24] that the class of subspaces of L1 with an unconditional basis has a universal element. Hence there must exist an a so that R1, has no unconditional basis. It would be interesting to find the least such a explicitly.
Tree subspaces of LP
The main object of this section is to demonstrate that the RE'S of the introduction and Section 2 are all complemented in L Pfor 1 < p < m. Let 9be the tree of all finite sequences of 0's and 1's; we obtain from Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.9 that RP, is isometric to a contractively complemented subspace of X & for all 1 5 p 5 oo (where X ; is as defined in the introduction).
Thus X & is the "natural" universal space for the RP,'s. The meat of the proof that the RE'S are complemented is contained in the demonstration that X $ is complemented, Theorem 3.1. The needed inequalities used directly in the proof are given as Scholium 3.4 and Scholium 3.5, after which the proof of Theorem 3.1 is completed. An alternate description of the X;'s as translation-invariant subspaces of LP({O, 11.') is given at the end of the section.
We recall that 9denotes the set of all finite sequences of 0's and 1's; D, denotes all such sequences of length k; thus 9= Ur=oDk. We now use the natural ordering on 9; for a , 6 E 9, a < p provided, say a = (a,,. .., a,) , / 3 = (Dl,...,p,,), then k < m and a , = p, for all 1 i i I k. A finite branch in Vi ! is simply the set of predecessors of some element of 9. That is, the finite branch corresponding to a = ( a , ,. . .,a k ) is simply the set of all ( a , ,. . . ,a , ) for O 5 i 5 k.
An infinite branch is then defined as a subset of 9order-isomorphic to N in its natural ordering. Of course, an infinite branch corresponds uniquely to an infinite sequence (a,)?=, of 0's and 1's; the branch then equals the set of all ( a , , .. .,a , ) for all 0 I j.
Now our aim is to show that the RE'S are complemented in L? Of course, it suffices to work with LP({O,l)") rather than LP [O,l] . In fact, it is more convenient to work with LP{O, 1)'" We say that a measurable function f on (0,l)'' depends only on the coordinates F c 9provided f(x) = f(y) for all x, y E {0,1)" with x(y) = y(y) for all y G F. Of course, we say a set S C (0,l)"-depends only on F if X, does.
We now anive at a crucial definition.
Let 1 I p a oo; let X& denote the closed linear span in LP{O, 1)'' over all finite branches r in L;j 3 of all those measurable functions u;hich depend only on the coordinates of r.
(It is trivial that one can replace "finite" by "infinite" in this definition, and arrive at the same space.) THEOREM 3.1. X$ is complemented in LP{O, 1)'for all 1 < p < oo.
It is trivial that L P is isometric to a contractively complemented subspace of X$. Hence in view of the Pelczynski decomposition method, Theorem 3.1 yields that X$ is isomorphic to LP, 1 < p < oo.
We require some theorems concerning martingales and conditional expectations. For 62 a a-subalgebra of the measurable sets on a probability space, && denotes conditional expectation with respect to @. Let us now fix a probability space (52, S, P). The next result is a special case of a result of Burkholder (t,, . . . ,t,). Then y: AT+ "3 is a bijection and y is order-preserving; that is, if y(i) < y(j), then i < j. Now for each j, let 9, denote the family of all measurable subsets of {O,l)' depending only on the coordinates { u E 9:u I y( j)). (That is, L81 is the "branch" algebra of sets determined by y(j).) We have arrived at a crucial step in the proof of Theorem 3.1. SCHOLIUM3.4. 11% ?f; 11, a p' llT$ 11, for all non-negative memurahle functions f,, f,, . . ., l I p < x. Y , = Y ,(,, n~, .
We illustrate for the case k = 2, j = 3 and n ( j ) = 6.
We thus have by (3.6) and (3.7) that Y, = Xi n Znti,n Wnti,.
We now simply set We are now prepared for the Proof of ?'heorem 3.1. As in the proof of Scholium 3.4, we let 9, denote the algebra of measurable sets in {0,1) ' depending only on the coordinates X, = { u E ~2 : u 5 y( j ) ) . Also let Cd, , denote the trivial algebra.
For each j 2 0, we let B, denote the set of all functions f which are bii,-measurable and 6 , f = 0 if j < 1. We let Yo = B,, ( = the set of constant functions) and, for 1 5 . ' We shall prove that orthogonal projection P onto X h i e l d s a bounded linear projection onto X $ for all 1 < p < x . Since P is "self-adjoint", it suffices to consider the case p > 2. Let b E L"{O, 1)"). There exists a unique sequence ( h , )
with h, E B, for all i so that h = C'",,bl. Then Remurks. 1. We are applying Scholium 3.4 to the sequence ( b f )and bf is, of course, %j-measurable. The proof of 3. 4 [25] .)
The proof of Scholium 3.4 then yields that for all measurable functions f,, f,, . . . ,1 < p < co. This allows one to prove 3.1 for all 1 < p < co directly, without passing to the p < 2case by duality. The above remark about estimates, however, remains exactly the same, since, in fact, A, has order of magnitude p ' 1 2 as p -m. The second-named author has shown that the above orthonormal projection is unbounded from H' onto x,';'(in fact, P: H 1 + L' is unbounded). This suggests that x!:' is uncomplemented in H1; perhaps it is true that x,':'is not isomorphic to a complemented subspace of H'. Now let T be a subset of 9. A subset T of T is called a branch of T if it contains the predecessors in T of all its elements; i.e. y E T,a E T and a < y = a E I',where "< " is the natural order on ~9. Proof: Let P = t;,,,,; i.e. P is conditional expectation with respect to the algebra of measurable sets depending only on the coordinates T. Now every finite branch of T is contained in a finite branch of 9. Indeed, let r be a finite non-empty branch of T and let m be its largest element; i.e. m E r and y 5 m for all y E r. Now let A = { d E 9: d 5 m ) . Hence A > r. Then if f depends only on T,f depends only on A; this proves XF C X$; evidently P 1 XF = I I XF. On the other hand, let be a finite branch of 9.Then A n T is a branch of T. But if f depends only on A , Pf depends only on ,4 f? T, so Pf E X?. This proves PX$ = X?. Since II P 11 = 1, the lemma is proved. Now the subsets of 9 in their inherited order may be described in the following abstract way: A partially ordered set (T, <) shall he called a tree provided it satisfies the fo1lou;ing properties:
(a) The set of predecessors of an element of T is finite and linearly ordered, (b) T is countable.
(The more general definition used by logicians: (b) is not required and (a) is replaced by: the set of predecessors of an element is well-ordered. Thus, we are really just dealing with "countable trees of finite-ranked elements".)
Of course, 9is a tree. So is 9 ( h 7 ) , the set of all finite sequences of positive integers, under the order (t,,. ..,t,) < ( u , , . . . ,u,,,) if k < nz, and t, = u , for all 1 5 i 5 k . Any subset of a tree is also a tree in its inherited order. Given a tree T, we again say that I-c T is a branch if r contains the set of predecessors (in T ) of all its elements. A tree T is said to be well-founded i f it has no infinite branches. (Of course, a well-founded tree is a special case of a well-founded relation discussed in Section 2.) Given a tree T, we define X; in exactly the same way we did preceding Lemma 3.6. Evidently X f is isometrically and distributionally determined by the order type of T. Now it is a standard rather simple result in logic that 4 ( N ) is order isomorphic to a subset of 9and every tree T is order isomorphic to a subset of 4 ( N ) . That is, we have LEMMA 3.7. Every tree is order isomorphic to a subset of 9.
THEOREM 3.8. For every tree T and p with 1 < p < x , XF is complemented i n LP{O, 1IT, Proof: By the preceding result, we may assume that T C 9; we regard X; as a subspace of X$ as in Lemma 3.6, and also Lp{O,l I T as a subspace of Lp{O, 1)"'. Then X$ is complemented in LP{O,1)" by Theorem 3.1. Thus the result follows immediately from 3.1 and Lemma 3.6.
